Kailen Rosenberg

Relationship expert Kailen Rosenberg is the President and
Founder of The Love Architects, one of our nation’s most elite
matchmaking services. The matchmaker’s work is highly renowned
for the method she designed to help people transform
themselves from within in order to better their lives and find
a relationship and love. Kailen Rosenberg has celebrity and
“hometown” admiration alike, being that her company’s services
reach out to all. She starred in the reality TV
documentary Lovetown, USA on the Oprah Winfrey Network and has
been featured in over 400 top media outlets. She and her
husband have been married for seventeen years and have three
sons.

Kelly Rowland

Being a part of the sensational girl group Destiny’s Child had
this star rising to fame in the early 1990s. Kelly Rowland was
born in Atlanta, Georgia, but, at the age of eight, she
relocated to Houston, Texas, where she was placed in R&B group
Destiny’s Child, which ultimately included Beyonce Knowles and
Michelle Williams. After hours of practicing in Tina Knowles’s
hair salon and their backyards, their hard work paid off when
the girls signed a record deal with Columbia Records in 1997.
With powerhouse voices and songs like “Bills, Bills, Bills”
and “Say My Name,” it’s no surprise that they became one of
the most successful girl groups of all time. In 2005, they
officially called it quits, and the girls pursued their solo

careers. Rowland’s debut album Simply Deep hit number 12 on
the Billboard charts; she released her follow-up album Ms.
Kelly in 2007 and embarked on a world tour.
In addition to her singing success, the star expanded her
talents to acting, appearing on both the small and big
screens. She also appeared as a judge on the U.K. televised
singing competition, The X Factor. Always having a humble
heart, in 2005, Rowland teamed up with Beyonce after Hurricane
Katrina to start The Survivor Foundation. Through their
efforts, they were able to provide housing for victims and
evacuees in Houston. In 2010, she launched another charitable
entity, I Heart My Girlfriends, which focuses on a range of
issues including self-esteem, date violence protection,
abstinence, and community service.
Rowland’s celebrity relationships have been kept quiet for the
most part. In 2004, she began dating football player Roy
Williams, and the duo announced their celebrity engagement
that same year. However, two months before the wedding, the
famous couple called it quits. In 2011, Rowland was spotted
getting close with manager Tim Weatherspoon and fans
speculated whether they were an actual celebrity couple. Three
years later, the two had their celebrity wedding in Costa Rica
with a few famous guests including the Knowles sisters. The
newlyweds welcomed their son Titan Jewell in November 2014.

Kelly Rutherford

Kelly Rutherford is a decorated actress, with prominent roles
in many soap operas, Lifetime movies, and other silver screen
pictures. However, her most known role was Lily Humphrey in
Gossip Girl. She also starred in Generations, Melrose Place,
and more recently, Quantico. While featured in many other
roles, she is still working to this day.
Both Rutherford’s career and love life have been active. Her
first celebrity marriage was to Carlos Tarajano, a wealthy
banker. However, the celebrity couple did not last long, and a
celebrity divorce was filed six months into their marriage.
Four years later, Rutherford had another celebrity wedding to
Daniel Giersch. The marriage yielded two children, Hermés
Gustaf Daniel and Helena. Helena was born in the midst of a
custody battle as a heartbreaking celebrity divorce ensued.
While Rutherford fought a hard battle to keep custody of her
children, she was unable to secure a victory. The courts did
not rule in her favor, and in fact, because of her legal
costs, she had to file for bankruptcy. The twists and turns of
her custody battle could have been a soap opera itself.

Antonio Sabato Jr.

Antonio Sabato Jr. is an actor and model from Rome, Italy. He
first grabbed America’s attention as an underwear model for
Calvin Klein and went on to play Jagger Cates on the popular
soap opera General Hospital. His most recent projects include
DIY expert and reality TV host on Fix It and Finish It and a
contestant on season 19 of Dancing With the Stars. On
Valentine’s Day, Flip My Food Chef Jeff taught Antonio Sabato
Jr. how to cook his wife a Valentine’s Day meal, something
CupidsPulse.com covered in an exclusive celebrity interview.
Before his current celebrity marriage to Cheryl Moana Marie,
he dated Alicia Tully Jensen. He has a son, Jack Antonio, from
his famous relationship with actress Virginia Madsen and a

daughter, Mina Bree, from his celebrity relationship with
Kristin Rossetti. A few years ago, he and Marie welcomed a
celebrity baby, son Antonio Sabato III.

SallyAnn Salsano

SallyAnn Salsano is an American writer and producer with more
than 60 productions under her belt. She is most known for
creating and producing one of the most talked about and
highest rated reality TV shows of all time, Jersey Shore.
Prior to her Jersey Shore days, other popular show credits
include The Bachelorette, A Shot at Love with Tila Tequila and

Extreme Makeover: Wedding Edition. Salsano owns her own
reality TV production company, 495 Productions, a nod to the
495 freeway that ran through her hometown in Farmingdale, NY.
Prior to her success as a producer, Salsano attended the
University of Missouri, where she earned her bachelor’s in
accounting and minored in communications.
Salsano’s love affair with reality TV may have started when
she was a finalist for MTV’s The Real World: Miami in 1996 and
almost became a cast member. However, as an intern for The
Sally Raphael Show, her career took a turn when she was
promoted from accountant to producer. Since then, Salsano has
been able to produce shows centering around dating advice,
celebrity relationships and of course drama-filled dating
problems. Her most recent work includes Party Down South,
Freak Out, and Snooki & JWOWW,
Despite the controversial topics in many of Salsano’s shows,
she is in a very understanding celebrity marriage with someone
who understands her busy work schedule. In a celebrity
interview with CupidsPulse.com, Salsano spoke candidly about
why audiences love watching reality TV, “I feel like we all
get caught up in relationship shows because everyone is in or
has been in some kind of screwed up relationship, and that’s
just normal.”

Terri Seymour

Terri Seymour was born in 1974 and is an English television
presenter and actress. She is most-recognized as an Extra
correspondent and an occasional reporter on ITV2’s The Xtra
Factor and This Morning. She has previously been a
correspondent on the popular reality TV show American Idol.
She has made many guest appearances on television as well,
including on The Tyra Banks Show and Material Girls.
Terri Seymour is perhaps best known for her famous
relationship with Simon Cowell, which lasted for six years
from 2002 to 2008. Even though their relationship ultimately
ended, she maintains a great friendship with her celebrity ex.
Now, she is dating actor Clark Mallon, and the famous couple
has been together for three years. She became a celebrity mom
in March 2015, when she welcomed her first celebrity baby — a
daughter named Coco — with Mallon.

Blake Shelton

Blake Shelton is an American country singer and television
personality that is most recognized as one of the celebrity
judges on hit reality TV singing competitions such as The
Voice, Nashville Star and Clash of the Choirs.
Originally from Ada, Oklahoma, Shelton is the son of a beauty
salon owner and a used car salesman. Shelton’s love for music
started at the age of 12 when he learned how to play the
guitar. In his teens, he began writing songs and even received
a Denbo Diamond Award for his talents in writing. At the age
of 17, Shelton moved to Nashville to pursue a singing career.
Shelton made his country music debut in 2001 with a goldcertified self-titled album, which featured his hit single
Austin that reached The Billboard Hot Country Song charts and
remained number one for five weeks straight. In 2003 and 2004,

Shelton released his second and third albums, which also
became gold-certified. This country music success has 31
charted singles, 21 of which have reached number one.
The country heartthrob has had two separate cases of celebrity
divorce. First was with his longtime girlfriend Kaynette Gern
who he was married to for three years. Shelton’s second
divorce from fellow country singer Miranda Lambert, was
finalized in 2015 after a four year celebrity marriage.
Shelton recently began dating Gwen Stefani, his co-star on The
Voice. Shelton and Stefani fell into each other’s arms citing
their prior spouses celebrity cheating scandals as catalysts
for the start of their celebrity relationship together.

Jessica Simpson

Jessica Simpson burst onto the music scene in 1999 at the age
of 19 with her single “I Wanna Love You,” which peaked inside
the Top 5 of the Billboard Hot 100. Since that time, she has
branched out from singing/songwriting to acting, reality TV,
and fashion designing. She has released 10 albums, many of
which were certified platinum. She has sold over 30 million
albums worldwide, and in 2013, she was ranked #32 on VH1’s
list of 100 Sexiest Artists of All Time.
In 1998, Jessica Simpson was introduced to singer Nick Lachey
by their shared manager. In February 2002, they announced
their celebrity engagement and were married in Austin, Texas
later that same year. They made their reality TV debut on the
MTV show Newlyweds: Nick and Jessica. The show’s popularity
was due in large part to portraying Simpson as the
stereotypically naive and dumb blonde. In November 2005, they
announced their separation, and their celebrity divorce was
finalized on June 30, 2006.
The singer went on to have a high-profile celebrity
relationship with Dallas Cowboys quarterback Tony Romo. During
that time, she was nicknamed “Yoko Romo” and blamed for her

celebrity ex’s bad performance on the field. Their celebrity
romance only lasted two years.
Simpson is now married to retired NFL tight end, Eric Johnson.
They met in 2010 and were married four years later on July 5,
2014 in Montecito, California. They have two celebrity kids
together: daughter Maxwell Drew (born 2012) and son Ace Knute
(born 2013).

Molly Sims

Molly Sims is an American model and actress that has been
featured in Sports Illustrated, and hit movies such as Starsky

& Hutch and The Benchwarmers. Sims has acted in 22 productions
to date, but her longest held and perhaps most memorable role
was on NBC’s drama series Las Vegas, where she portrayed
character Delinda Deline from 2003 to 2008.
Sims was born in Murray, Kentucky and initially attended
Vanderbilt University in hopes of pursuing a career in law.
However, she left Vanderbilt after being offered a modeling
contract from NEXT Models and has since been able to model in
countless publications.
Aside from being a gorgeous model and actress, Sims is a New
York Times bestselling author and published a book called, The
Everyday Supermodel. She is currently working on her next
book. When she’s not writing, Sims can be seen on the popular
daytime talk show, The View, where she serves as the panel’s
fashion contributor.
In 2011, Sims celebrated her celebrity wedding with Love and
Other Drugs producer Scott Stuber. The celebrity couple
currently have two children, Brooks Alan and Scarlett Stuber.
In a celebrity interview, Sims offered celebrity style tips
for hair coloring and date night looks.

Karina Smirnoff

Karina Smirnoff is known for her role as a professional dancer
on the ABC reality TV show Dancing with the Stars, which she
first appeared on during season 3. She won the Mirrorball
Trophy while partnered with J.R. Martinez during season 13.
Karina Smirnoff’s relationship and love life has often been in
the media. She had a celebrity relationship with Mario Lopez,
her DWTS partner during season 3, from 2006 to 2008. She then
began dating fellow DWTS pro Maksim Chmerkovskiy in 2008. The
two became engaged later that year but broke up in the fall of
2009. Then, in 2009, the dancer started a famous relationship
with baseball pitcher Brad Penny; they announced their
celebrity engagement in 2010 and split in 2011. Her most
recent relationship and engagement was with Jason Adelmann,
but they revealed their celebrity break-up in 2015.

Ian Somerhalder

Ian Somerhalder, nicknamed Ian Smolderholder because of his
good looks, is an actor, model, and director. He was born on
December 8, 1978 and is best known for his roles on Lost and
The Vampire Diaries. Somerhalder has received several Teen
Choice Awards and People’s Choice Awards for his popularity
and work on those two television series.
Ian Somerhalder’s relationship and love life has also been
under the microscope since he first came to fame. In 2011, he
confirmed that he and his The Vampire Diaries co-star Nina
Dobrev were dating. The loyal fans loved the famous couple and
were very upset when they ended their celebrity relationship
in 2013. With Dobrev quitting the series in 2015, viewers have
speculated that it is because of the tension the celebrity
exes have on set, although both actors says that isn’t true.
In July 2014, Somerhalder began dating actress (and friend of

Dobrev!) Nikki Reed. They confirmed their celebrity engagement
in February 2015 and were married in April 2015.

Chris Soules

The hunky star of The Bachelor season 19 has changed the way
women view farmers! Chris Soules was born in Arlington, Iowa
on November 6, 1981. He was one of Andi Dorfman’s final three
men on The Bachelorette season 10, but she sent him home when
she realized she couldn’t see herself living in such a small
town. Chris Soules then went on to appear on The Bachelor, and
after getting to know 30 women on the reality TV show, he
found love with Whitney Bischoff, a fertility nurse from
Chicago, Illinois. The two announced their celebrity

engagement in early March 2015, and Bischoff is already
planning to relocate to Iowa. For now, the happy famous couple
are living in Los Angeles while Soules appears on season 20 of
Dancing with the Stars (where he’s paired up with another
W(h)itney — last season’s champion, Witney Carson!).

Britney Spears

Growing up with the world watching, this pop star has been
through it all. Born on December 2, 1981 in Louisiana, Britney
Spears was destined for fame. At just 11 years old, she earned
a spot on the hit show Star Search. Later, she joined fellow
stars Justin Timberlake, Christina Aguilera, Ryan Gosling, and
Keri Russell on The New Mickey Mouse Club on the Disney

Channel. After the show’s cancellation, she decided to pursue
a music career. In 1998, she released her first hit single
“…Baby One More Time.” Making a name for herself in the
infamous skimpy schoolgirl outfit, her career skyrocketed.
Spears shed more and more clothing with each new song and
became more controversial with her lyrics. In 2003, she added
actress to her ever-growing resume when she starred in the
film Crossroads.
Her personal life has always been a hot topic in the media.
Beginning in 2000, Britney Spears dated former The New Mickey
Mouse Club co-star and member of ‘N Sync Timberlake. Can you
say power celebrity couple? After a few years, the pair called
it quits. Moving on quickly, Spears sparked some controversy
at the 2003 MTV Video Music Awards when she shared a sexy kiss
with Christina Aguilera and Madonna. A short celebrity
marriage in 2004 to longtime friend Jason Alexander ended with
an annulment only two days later. The singer then moved on
with backup dancer Kevin Federline. Spears and Federline were
married in 2004 and soon welcomed two sons: Sean Preston in
September 2005 and Jayden James in September 2006. Taking a
quick turn for the worse, the new parents split just two
months after the birth of their second son.
After her celebrity divorce, her downward spiral began as the
star was seen partying around town with socialite Paris
Hilton. This new lifestyle landed her in rehab, and we all
know what happened next. When Spears checked out of rehab, she
was spotted in a beauty salon shaving her head. Given her
troubling custody battle and questionable behaviors, many fans
wondered if she’d find her way back to the spotlight. But did
we really think she wouldn’t make a comeback? Just two months
after her public meltdown, the singer returned with a clear
mind and a new album Circus. With her career on track again,
she began dating her old manager, Jason Trawick, whom she
later became engaged to. Unfortunately, the pair called it off
in 2013, when the star began her judging gig on The X Factor.

Recently, the global superstar has been linked to Charlie
Ebersol. With her Las Vegas show Piece of Me, there’s no doubt
that Spears is back and better than ever.

Gwen Stefani

Gwen Renée Stefani is an American singer and songwriter most
known for having headlined the multi-platinum rock band, No
Doubt from 1986 to 2004. In 2004, Stefani made her solo debut
with her album Love. Angel. Music. Baby., which reached The
Billboard 200 charts with hit songs Hollaback Girl and Rich
Girl to name a few. By 2006, Stefani released her second
studio album, The Sweet Escape, before returning to No Doubt

to collaborate on another album. After the release of Push and
Shove, the rock band once again went on hiatus, giving Stefani
time to star as celebrity judge on the reality TV singing
competition The Voice, while also working on her third album
This Is What Truth Feels Like, which released March 18, 2016.
Aside from Stefani’s success as a pop music icon, she is a
mother to three children and was in a celebrity marriage with
Gavin Rossdale for 14 years. Unfortunately, this celebrity
couple separated following Rossdale’s celebrity cheating
scandal involving the family nanny. The couple’s celebrity
divorce was finalized on April 20, 2016. Despite the
heartbreaking circumstances that ended Stefani’s marriage, she
has happily moved with Blake Shelton, her co-star on The
Voice.

Kristen Stewart

Kristen Stewart is best known for her role as Bella Swan in
The Twilight Saga, which catapulted the actress into A-list
stardom. Born in Los Angeles, she was raised in the
entertainment industry: Her father, a stage manager and
television producer, and her mother, a script supervisor,
taught their daughter everything she needed to know about
Hollywood. She began acting at the age of eight and has since
appeared in numerous movies, including Panic Room, Catch That
Kid, Zathura, Snow White and the Huntsman, The Runaways, and
many more.
America loved to follow Stewart’s real-life celebrity
relationship when she was dating hunky Twilight co-star Robert
Pattinson. The celebrity couple were very private when they
first started dating, keeping their love life low-profile in
2008. The pair didn’t officially acknowledge the romance until
2012, when the young actress was caught in a celebrity
cheating scandal. Us Weekly posted photos of Stewart getting
cozy with her Snow White and The Huntsman director, Rupert
Sanders. She issued a public apology to her boyfriend, and
attempted to reconcile, but was unable to and they ultimately

split for good. It appears that Stewart cannot escape
relationship news when it comes to her love life. Most
recently, Stewart was in a relationship with French singer and
actress SoKo, who is rumored to have also dated Pattinson.
However, Stewart ended her relationship with the songstress in
May 2016 and has since been spotted with her former flame,
Alicia Cargile.

Dr. Darcy Sterling

Dr. Darcy Sterling is a licensed clinical social worker and
relationship expert whose office, Alternatives Counseling, is
based in New York, N.Y.
Sterling practices alongside her
wife, Stephanie Sterling, in order to aid clients who want

more out of life by providing relationship advice on a number
of topics. Aside from their work helping individuals and
couples, Sterling also hosts workshops focused on psychology
and runs a Q&A blog that offers dating advice for those
struggling in their relationships.
Sterling earned her master’s in social work from Columbia
University in 1996 and a Ph.D in the same subject from New
York University in 2006. Since then, the therapist has shared
her relationship advice through a number of news outlets, such
as Huffington Post, Psychology Today and Mind Body Green.
However, Sterling’s most recent and talked about contribution
is her role as a relationship coach and dating mentor on E!’s
newest reality TV show, Famously Single. On the show, she uses
her expertise as a psychotherapist and provides insight for
the celebrity cast to help them understand how their toxic
ways have resulted in failed relationships while teaching them
relationship skills to improve their love lives.

Emma Stone

Emma Stone, born Emily Jean Stone on November 6, 1988, has
become a comedic starlet, thanks to roles in Superbad, The
House Bunny, Easy A, and Crazy, Stupid, Love. She was born in
Scottsdale, Arizona, and at the age of 15, she convinced her
parents (with a PowerPoint presentation!) to move to
California so she could pursue an acting career. The actress
has also appeared in the action film The Amazing Spider-Man.
Emma Stone has only had one serious relationship and love: She
met Andrew Garfield on the set of Spider-Man, and the co-stars
began their celebrity romance in 2011. Since then, the
celebrity couple has gushed about each other in interviews,
but according to celebrity gossip, they’ve had some trouble in
the last year or so. In March 2015, after four years together,
the Hollywood couple announced their celebrity break-up but
have been spotted together post-split on multiple occasions.
Who knows if these celebrity exes will reconcile, but we sure
hope so!

Alison Sweeney

Alison Sweeney is a director and actress who is also known for
hosting 13 seasons of the American reality TV show, The
Biggest Loser. As an actress, Sweeney starred in the NBC hit
daytime soap opera Days of Our Lives as antagonist Samantha
Gene Brady from 1993 to 2015. Starring in the series helped
boost Sweeney’s career and earned her a Daytime Emmy Award
nomination. After 21 years with the series, Sweeney was able
to direct a number of episodes and has even directed for other
daytime dramas such as General Hospital.
Sweeney enjoyed a celebrity wedding in 2000, when she married
her husband David Sanov, a Los Angeles police officer. The
happy couple raised two children during their 16 year
marriage. In a celebrity interview with CupidsPulse.com, the
blonde starlet credits her family for her healthy lifestyle

choices. When pregnant, Sweeney couldn’t help but notice the
abundance of literature aimed at keeping babies (versus
mothers) healthy and was inspired to write her book, The Mommy
Diet. Sweeney’s pivotal role as host of The Biggest Loser has
contributed to her overall health and fit physique.

Taylor Swift

Singer-songwriter Taylor Swift, who had admirable success in
country music, has crossed over to pop with her latest album
1989, which has received rave reviews. Swift was born on
December 13, 1989 in Wyomissing, Pennsylvania. At the age of
five, she was already singing, dancing, and performing for
family members. As she got older, her love for music only

grew, and she was determined to make it in the entertainment
industry. Her family moved to Nashville, Tennessee, the
country music capital of the world, to try to make her dreams
come true. Finally, at a cafe performance, all of Swift’s
efforts and talents were noticed by Scott Borchetta of Big
Machine Records, and the rest is history. Since then, she has
quickly climbed to the top of the charts, nabbing 7 Grammy
Music Awards, 15 American Music Awards, 11 Country Music
Association Awards, 7 Academy of Country Music Awards, and 12
Billboard Music Awards.
Taylor Swift is quite notorious for her laundry list of
celebrity exes, including Joe Jonas, Taylor Lautner, Jake
Gyllenhaal, John Mayer, and Harry Styles, all of whom have
inspired her famous break-up songs. Her relationship and love
life is always splashed across the celebrity gossip magazines.
Most recently, the songstress has been seen with disc jockey
and singer Calvin Harris and though this celebrity couple has
called it quits, their drama continues to unfold–mostly on
twitter. Between her drama with ex Calvin Harris and the Kimye
Famous scandal, Swift has her hands full.

Channing Tatum

Channing Tatum was clearly created by the gods to fulfill
every girl’s dream — he is one hunky man! He is an American
actor who has starred in several films, including Foxcatcher,
22 Jump Street, Magic Mike, The Vow, and Step Up. He was born
on April 26, 1980 in Cullman, Alabama but spent most of his
life in Tampa, Florida. He was offered a football scholarship
to Glenville State College in West Virginia but turned it down
to pursue other interests. He was a stripper at a local night
club before he was discovered on the streets of Miami by a
modeling agency. He was then featured in print ads for Gap,
Nautica, and Abercrombie and Fitch. As his career continued,
he appeared in Ricky Martin’s “She Bangs” video as well as
several commercials. After a small role on CSI: Miami, he
decided to pursue acting and hasn’t stopped since.
Channing Tatum has managed to keep his relationship and love
life mostly private. In 2009, he married his Step Up co-star
Jenna Dewan, and in 2013, the famous couple welcomed their
first child, a celebrity baby girl named Everly.

Chrissy Teigen

Chrissy Teigen is an American model, writer and television
personality that has graced the cover of Sports Illustrated
and serves as co-host to popular shows like Lip Sync Battle
and FabLife. Additionally, Teigen operates her own food blog
sodelushious.com and has a published cookbook by the name
Cravings.
As a child, Teigen’s family moved around often, from Utah, to
Hawaii, Idaho, Washington, and finally settling in Huntington
Beach, California. It was in a California surf shop that
Teigen was discovered by a photographer, who suggested that
she begin modeling at the age of 18. From that moment on,

Teigen began her career as a catalog model until her big break
in 2010 when she was featured as Sports Illustrated’s “Rookie
of The Year,” which catapulted her to stardom and paved the
way for Teigen to grace the covers of other publications such
as Cosmopolitan, Glamour and Vogue.
In 2006, Teigen met R&B singer John Legend while starring in
his music video Stereo. Not long after, the pair entered a
celebrity relationship. After 7 years together, the celebrity
couple got engaged and later married in 2013. On April 14,
Teigen gave birth to her first celebrity baby, Luna Simone
Stephens, and has since been spotted caring for her bundle of
joy alongside her husband.

Bella Thorne

Bella Thorne is a young actress in Hollywood, striving to
become the next box-office megastar. She has starred in Big
Love, Shake It Up, and My Own Worst Enemy. Following a
successful career in the television industry, the actress
transitioned to the booming movie industry in 2014. She has
starred in The Duff, Blended, and Very Bad Day, along with
many others. The famous star also attempted to begin a music
career, with a top 10 hit on the Billboard Hot Dance Club list
under her belt.
Recently, she has turned to novel writing, and is working on
her first book. At the age of only 18, she is highly active in
finding the next step for her career, and has many films in
progress for the future. Thorne’s love life was also very
successful as she was dating Gregg Sulkin for over a year.
However, the love wasn’t met to last as the celebrity
relationship came to an end in August of 2016. Thorne sat down
with Cupid’s Pulse Editor Lori Bizzoco for a celebrity
interview about Valentine’s Day.

Justin Timberlake

Justin Timberlake is a household name and has been one of the
most well-known artists since his start in 1993. He was born
on January 31, 1981 in Memphis, Tennessee. We first got a
taste of JT in The All-New Mickey Mouse Club, where he
performed with castmates including future girlfriend and pop
superstar Britney Spears, future tourmate Christina Aguilera,
future bandmate JC Chasez, and future movie actors Ryan
Gosling and Keri Russell. Then, in the late 1990s, he rose to
prominence as one of the lead vocalists in the boy band
*NSYNC, which became one of the best-selling boy bands of all
time.
During the group’s hiatus, he released two solo studio albums

featuring fan favorite songs like “Cry Me a River” and
“SexyBack.” Each album sold over seven million copies
worldwide, establishing Timerblake as one of the most
commercially successful singers of the decade. From 2007 to
2012, he started to focus on his acting career, putting his
music career on hold. He appeared in movies like Friends with
Benefits and Runner Runner. In 2013, Timberlake resumed his
music career with his third and fourth albums, exploring neo
soul with song structures influenced by old rock. That year,
Time named him one of the 100 most influential people in the
world. He has won 9 Grammy awards and 4 Emmy Awards. His other
ventures include record label Tennman Records, fashion label
William Rast, and the restaurants Destino and Southern
Hospitality.
Justin Timberlake’s personal life has been closely examined
throughout his career, especially after he started dating
Britney Spears in 1999. Their celebrity relationship was a
whirlwind romance that ended abruptly in 2002. Shortly after
their split, he began dating Cameron Diaz. After much
speculation of a celebrity break-up, the couple broke up for
good in 2006. In 2007, JT began dating the love of his life
Jessica Biel. After an on-again, off-again relationship, the
famous couple became engaged in 2011 and married in 2012 at a
resort in Italy. On January 31, 2015, Timberlake announced
that Biel was pregnant with their first child.

James Tupper

James Tupper, who is best-known for playing David Clarke on
ABC’s hit show Revenge, is recognized for his roles on the ABC
series Men in Trees and the NBC series Mercy. He also appeared
on season 7 of Grey’s Anatomy. In 2006, the actor’s
relationship and love life was a bit rocky, and he split from
his wife. Then, in 2007, he began a celebrity relationship
with actress Anne Heche, whom he met on the set of Men in
Trees. James Tupper moved in with Heche the same year, and the
pair welcomed a son in 2009. He told Life & Style in 2009 that
they do not wish to ever be married but rather to remain
“eternally engaged” — something he reiterated in our celebrity
interview.

